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Introduction
Let k be a finite field with algebraic closure K, let H be a finite group and
let r: H-+GLm(k) be a (modular) representation of H. For x e / / , let ^(x),...,
um(x) denote the eigenvalues of r(x). Define the complex valued function brt9
on H by brfe(x) = Σ7^ιθ(ui(x))9 where 0 is a character KX-*CX. J. A. Green
[5] proved that br?θ is then a generalized character of //, i.e. an integral linear
combination of irreducible characters of H. In this paper we call br>Q the Brauer
lifting of r associated to Θ. It seems interesting to know the irreducible constituents of bftθ for a finite Chevalley group H, i.e. a finite group of fc-rational
points of a connected reductive linear algebraic group defined over fc. For
Ή = GLm(k)9 r the natural representation, J. A. Green [5] decomposed bftθ9 and
when 0 is in general position he obtained an important irreducible character,
a cuspidal character.
We are interested in other classical groups H = SO2n+ι(k)9 GSp2n(k),... etc.
Let r be the natural representation //-»GLm(fc) and assume that 0 is injective.
If the number of elements in k is greater than 3, then the inner product on H9
<b r> 0, brt0>/, equals m. This is proved in §2 by making use of a certain inner
product formula, which is the simplest one among those obtained by N. Kawanaka [7]. Next in §3, using an induction argument, we decompose ftr>0 into an
alternating sum of irreducible characters. The same result is announced by
G. Lusztig [10] at Vancouver Congress of I. C. M. and when H = GLm(k), T. A.
Springer [12] has decomposed brtθ using the similar method to ours.
In the case of the group of symplectic similitudes H = GSp2n(k), we have
the following result.
As maximal parabolic subgroups of GSp2n(k), we choose
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Let χ be a character of GL w _f(A:) (resp. GSp2i(kJ).
χ of PI by the natural homomorphism

O

XeGSp2i(k)\

(resp. P, a

X

PI*

We extend χ to a character

D

O

D

In general, for a subgroup Pc=H and a representation (resp. a character) p of P,
we denote by Indp(p) the induced representation (resp. the induced character)
of p from P to H. With these notations we have
THEOREM 3.4. Let H — GSp2n(k) and write b2njθ = brfθ for brevity.
a) There then exists a unique irreducible cuspidal character π'ntθ of
H such that <b2n>θ, π'ntθ>H^Q.
b) For / = 0, 1, 2,..., n — 1, let πn_i)θ be the irreducible cuspidal character
of GLn_ι(k) obtained by decomposing the Brauer lifting of the natural representation of GLn_ι(k) associated to a inject ive character 0(3.3). Then Indp.(π rt _ ί>β )
is irreducible for every i.
c) For / = !, 2,..., n— 1, let π'itθ be the irreducible cuspidal character of
GSp2i(k) defined in a). Then <Ind£.(π'M), Ind£.(π'ί,0)>j/ = 2 and there
exists the irreducible constituent m f o f l n d p . ( π ' i ί θ ) such that <b2ntθί
Similarly we can decompose the Brauer liftings for other classical groups

(§3).
In §4, we further investigate the irreducible constituents of brtθ obtained
in §3, making use of Deligne-Lusztig's theory [3]. Let p be an irreducible
character of a finite Chevalley group H. We assume that the algebraic group
whose /c-rational points constitute H has a connected center. If the characteristic
p of k is good (e.g. if p^2 for classical groups), J. A. Green, G. I. Lehrer and
G. Lusztig [6] proved that p(w) = 0, 1 or —1 for any regular unipotent element
u in H. When P(M)^O, we call such p a "semisimple character"1} (4.1.17).
We then have br>θ(u) = m for any unipotent u in H. Hence, the irreducible constituents of brtθ have to be semisimple characters. Recently, P. Deligne and
G. Lusztig [3] have constructed a virtual representation R% and proved that
such semisimple characters are described explicitly in terms of R% (4.1.15), where
Γ is a maximal torus fixed by the Frobenius map σ and ω is a character of Tσ.
We also denote by R% the (generalized) character defined by R%. In the case
of H = Gσ = GSp2n(k\ we have
1) This notion "semisimple character" is communicated by Professor N. Kawanaka.
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a) (4.2.4, 4.2.5) π'nίθ = (-\) R τ[ n}9 where T(ή) is the Coxter
and θ(n) is an injective character of T(n)σ defined by θ.
Let ϊ n _ f (/ = !,..., τι — 1) be the set of σ-stable maximal tori
to the conjugacy of GSp2(II_0(k)). Put
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Finally we compute the degrees of the irreducible constituents of br>θ.
the case of H = GSp2n(k), we have
COROLLARY 4.2.13.
a)

lndgi(π,.-

b)

Λ

Lei H = GSp2n(k).

In

Then

; if( ,,»^rL^

For other classical groups, similar results are described in 4.2. 14 ~ 4.2. 18.
In concluding the introduction, the author wishes to express his sincere
gratitude to Professor R. Hotta for stimulating discussion and encouragement
during the preparations of this work.
§ 1.

Notation and Preliminaries

For a set A, \A\ denotes the number of its elements. When σ is a transformation of A, xff denotes the image by σ of x e A and Aσ denotes the set of
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fixed points of σ. For a group //, 1 denotes the identity element of H\ when H
is the matrix group with size n, we denote by /„ the identity matrix. For a finite
group H, l(H) denotes the space of all complex valued class functions on H with
inner product </, g>H = \H\~1ΣxeHfW9(x) (xe//), where g(x) is the complex
conjugate of g(x). For a ring A, Ax denotes the group of units in A.
We recall some facts about algebraic groups over finite fields ([1], [17]).
Let k be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements. We denotes its algebraic
closure by K. Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group defined
over K, and σ a surjective endomorphism of G such that Gσ = {xe G\xσ = x}
is finite. The finite group Gσ obtained in this manner is called a finite Chevalley
group. Such Chevalley groups are classified in R. Steinberg [17].
EXAMPLES 1.1 ([2], [4], [16]).
a) Let A = GLm be the general linear group considered as a linear algebraic
group defined over k. It is connected and reductive. The Frobenius map
c*-*cq on k extends to an endomorphism σ of A onto itself, i.e. sending the matrix
elements to their q-th powers. Then Aσ = GLm(k), the finite general linear groups.
a') Let A and σ be as in a). For x e A, put

-Γ

o
1
Jm =

-1

n

o
Then τ is an endomorphism of A onto itself. Let fc2 be the unique extention of
k of degree 2 in K. Then A = Um(k2)={xεGLm(k2)\xJmt(xσ) = Jm}9 the finite
unitary group.
b) Assume that char. kΦ 2.
Let β = SΌ 2/t+1 = {xe GL 2 / I + 1 |detx = l,

°

l

•''

"Π

2/1+1.

i oJj

We consider B as a linear algebraic group defined over k, which is connected
and semisimple. If σ is as in a), then θ(T = SO2π+1(k) = {xe5O 2 / ί + 1 (k)|xJ 2 π + 1
t
x = J2n+ι}> the finite special orthogonal group.
c) Let C =
O

J' =
-/„

O

1

O

We consider C as a linear algebraic group defined over k.

The center Z(C)
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of C is {cI2n\ceKx} and we have C = Z(C)Sp2n where Sp2n={xε GL2n\xJ'nX
= j;j. It follows that C is connected and reductive. If σ is as in α), then
Cσ = GSp2n(k)={xeGL2n(k)\xJ'ntx = λJ'n9 Ae/c*}, the finite group of symplectic
similitudes.
d) Assume that char.kφ2. Let D = G02n(J2n) = {xεGL2n\xJ2ntx = λJ2n,
0
1
1
λεK*},J2n =
2/ι.
1 ' O J
—2/ι
We consider D as a linear algebraic group defined over k. Let D° be the connected component of 1. Then D° is connected and reductive. For x e D ,
xJ2ntx = λJ2n, we have xεD° if and only if detx = A". Similarly, if σ is as in
a\ then D° = GO°2*n(k)=={xeGL2n(k)\xJ2ntx = λJ2n, detx = A", λekx}, the finite
group of split orthogonal and direct similitudes.
d') Assume that cahr. fe^2. Let D' = G02n(Fn) = {x e GL2n\xFnlx = λFn, λ
~0
Λ-iΊ
[O
1Ί
Γl
where ε
and /„_! =
.•• , F0=\
Ll
0\
[_o
is a non-square element in k.
We note that D and D' are isomorphic over k2 but not over /c, where /c2 is the
unique extention field of k of degree 2 in K. Let D'° be the connected component of 1. Similarly, if σ is as in α), then D'σ° = GO°2~n(k) = {xεGL2n(k)\
xFn'x = λFn, detx = λ", A£/<*}, the finite group of twisted orthogonal and direct
similitudes.
The basic tool for carrying out the study of algebraic groups over finite fields
is the following extention of a theorem of Lang.
LEMMA 1.2 ([17], 10.1). Let G be a connected linear algebraic group and
σ a surjective endomorphism of G such that Gσ is finite. Then the map f : x
t-+x(x~l)σ of G into G is surjective.
COROLLARY 1.3 ([17], 10.10). Assume G and σ are as in 1.2. Then σ
fixes a Borel subgroup B and a maximal torus T0 contained in it. Any two
such couples are conjugate by an element of Gσ.
Until the end of this section, we assume that G is connected and reductive.
Let P be a σ-stable parabolic subgroup of G. Its unipotent radical U is then
also σ-stable. There exists a Levi subgroup M of P, which is a connected reductive
subgroup of P. Note that M can be chosen to be σ-stable. In the Levi decomposition P = MC7, we have
LEMMA 1.4 ([2], 8.5).
b) Pσ = Mσυ

a) Pσ = NGσ(Uσ)9 the normalizer of Uσ in Gσ.
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In particular, if P is a σ-stable Borel subgroup B = MU of G, then M is a
σ-stable maximal torus and Uσ is a p-Sylow subgroup of Gσ.
Let T0 be a σ-stable maximal torus of G as in 1.3 and N be the normalizer
of T0 in G. Then N is also σ-stable. Let W=N/T0 the Weyl group of G with
respect to T0. Then σ induces an automorphism of the finite group W. Let
T=;c~1 Γ0x (x 6 G) be a maximal torus of G. It is clear that T is σ-stable if and
only if x(x~1)σ eN.
LEMMA 1.5 ([14], II, 1.2). a) The classes of σ-stable maximal tori
under conjugation by Gσ are in one-one correspondence with the elements of
Hl(σ9 W) by
χ-lT0x -> x(x~1γτo e W ,
where Hl(σ, W) denotes W modulo the equivalence relation', w 1 ^ w 2 (w l 5 vv 2 6 W)
ifwί = ww2(w~1)σfor some wεW.
b) // σ fixes each element of W, i.e., commutes with the action of W on
T9 then the classes in a) correspond to the conjugacy classes of W.
LEMMA 1.6 (B. Srinivasan [15], Lemma 4).
to a σ-stable maximal torus T9 then

// cτeH1(σ9 W) corresponds

Let G, σ and T be as above, and set W(T) = NG(T)/T. Each element of
W(T)σ is then represented in NG(T)σ and W(T)σ is always isomorphic to NGσ(T)/
Tσ where NGσ(T) is the normalizer of Tin Gσ.
LEMMA 1.7 ([14], II, 1.8). Let G, σ, T and W(T) be as above. If no
root relative to T vanishes on Tσ9 then NG(T)σ is the normalizer of Tσ in Gσ
andNG(T)σITσc*W(T)σ.
By Lemma 1.6, we have
COROLLARY 1.8. // no root relative to T vanishes on Tσ9 then
1
W IwwXwΌ" = w'}, (

W(T)σ

We recall the basic facts about the Jordan decomposition χ = χsχu = χuχs
of an element of G into its semisimple and unipotent parts. The components
xs and xu are uniquely determined by x. Further the decomposition is preserved
by σ; thus if xeG σ , then xs, xueGσ. The next lemma due to R. Steinberg is
basic in the next section.
LEMMA 1.9 ([17], 14.14, 15.1). Let G, σ, Gσ be as above and Q denote
the order of a p-Sylow subgroup of Gσ. Then
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2

The number of maximal tori of G fixed by σ is Q .
2
The number of unipotent elements of Gσ is Q .

DEFINITION 1.10. An element x of G is said to be a regular element if
ZG(x), the centralizer of x in G, has the minimum dimension among the centralizers
of elements of G or, equivalently, if C(x), the conjugacy class of x, has the maximum dimension.
Clearly, regular elements exist for dimension reasons.
LEMMA 1.11 ([14], III, § 1). Let G, σ and Gσ be as above.
a) A unipotent element is regular if and only if it is contained in a unique
Borel subgroup.
b) Assume that the center of G is connected and the characteristic p of
k is good (see [14], I, §4., e.g. for type Ar: all, for type Br, Cr, and Dr: p^2),
then the set of regular unipotent elements of Gσ forms a single conjugacy class.
Let G, σ, Gσ, B, T, P and M be as above. By abuse of language, we shall
call Bσ, Tσ, Pσ and Mσ a Borel subgroup of Gσ, a torus of Gσ, a parabolic subgroup of Gσ and a Levi subgroup of Pσ.
§ 2. The Brauer lifting and an inner product formula
An integral linear combination of characters of complex representations of
a finite group is called a virtual character or a generalized character.
The following Lemma was introduced by J. A. Green, in his well-known
work on the characters of GLn(k), whose proof is based upon Brauer's characterization of generalized characters.
LEMMA 2.1 (J. A. Green [5], Theorem 1). Let H be a finite group, r: H
-»GLw(/c) be a (modular) representation of H and let 0: KX-+CX be a character.
For x E H, M^X),..., um(x) denote the eigenvalues of r(x). Then the function
br>θ on H defined by br,0(χ)=Σf=ι0(wi(X))> (*e#)> is a generalized character
o/H.
In this paper we call br>θ the Brauer lifting of r associated to θ.
PROPOSITION 2.2 (T. A. Springer [12], 1.2). Let Gσ be as in §1 and f
be an element ofl(Gσ). Assume f(x)=f(y) for any elements x, yeGσ such that
xs = ys. Then
Σ»σ./(*)=ΣrΣ«.r./(0,
where £r weans sum over all σ-stable maximal tori of G.
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In the proof, Lemma 1.9 plays an important role.
Let TΊ,..., Th be the set of representatives of Gσ-conjugacy classes of σstable maximal tori of G. Put Wi = NGJ(T^ITίσ for i=l,..., A. The next corollary is the simplest one among those obtained by N. Kawanaka [7].
COROLLARY 2.3 ([7], Theorem 3.1). Let f and g be elements of I(Gσ)
which satisfy the condition of Proposition 2.2. Then

PROOF.

By Proposition 2.2,

</, g>Gσ = \Gσ\-*ΣτΣκτJ(t)g(ϊ) = ΣTIΪ IIGJ-^/, g>
q. e. d.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G and Gσ be as in §1. Let r: /ί = Gσ-*GLm(/c),
HI (/ = !,..., m) and 0 fee as in Lemma 2.1. Assume that Θ is injective and that
for any σ-stable maximal torus T of G, no root relative to T vanishes on Tσ and
that there exists tεTσ such that w^O^M/O OV./)
<bftθ, brt0>Gσ = m.
PROOF.

For any σ-stable maximal torus Γof G,

Let r l9 ..., Γft be the set of representatives of Gσ-conjugacy classes of σ-stable
maximal tori of G and ^. = NGσ(7V)/Γίσ for /=!,..., /?. By Corollary 2.3,

l

If we denote by ct the element of H (σ, W) corresponding to the maximal torus
TI (Lemma 1.5), then we have by Corollary 1.8,

where W is the Weyl group of G. Hence

COROLLARY 2.5. Let H be the finite classical group mentioned in 1.1,
r be the natural representation of H and θ: KX-+CX be injective. Then we have:
a) IfH = GLm(k) and |/c|>2, then <ft M , bft9>GLmW = m.
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IfH=Um(k2) and \k\>2, then <brt0, br>0>U)n(k2} = m.
If.H = SO2n+l(k) and |fc.|>3, then <bftθ9 & Γ f β > s θ 2 w + l ( f c ) =
IfH = GSp2n(k) and |fc|>3, then <br^ briθ>GSp2n(k) = 2n
IfH = GOγn(k) and |k|>3,
IfH = GO°2-(k) and |fc|>3,

PROOF. The condition of Proposition 2.4 is satisfied if |/c|>2 when G = A,
if |/c| >3 when G = B, C, D and D', which can be easily checked.
§3.

Decomposition of the Brauer lifting 6r 0

The aim of this section is to describe bfίθ as an alternating sum of irreducible
characters of Gσ when G, σ and Gσ are as in 1.1, r is the natural representation
and 0 is injective. Our proof is based upon the same method as that of T. A.
Springer [12].
We begin with the following notion and some consequences due to HarishChandra for the characters of finite Chevalley groups Gσ.
DEFINITION 3.1.

A complex valued function / on Gσ is called a cusp form

if
ΣyeVσf(xy)

= 0

for all elements x of Gσ and all parabolic subgroups Pσ = MσUσ^Gσ. A character
of Gσ which is a cusp form is called a cuspidal character. An ordinary representation of Gσ is called cuspidal if its character is a cusp form.
Let Pσ = MσUσ be a parabolic subgroup of Gσ and χ e I(Mσ). We can extend
χ to an element χ of I(Pσ) by putting χ(mu) = χ(m\ (meM σ , u e L/σ). Now define the two-sided ideal I(Pσ) of the group algebra C[Gσ] as the smallest twosided ideal of C[GJ which contains all the irreducible constituents of Indpj(χ)
as χ runs over all the cuspidal characters of Mσ.
This definition depends only on Pσ and not on the Levi decomposition
MσUσ.
Two parabolic subgroups Pσ and Qσ of Gσ are said to be associated if there
exists geGσ such that Pσ and gQσg~l have a common Levi subgroup. This is
an equivalent relation over the set of all parabolic subgroups of Gσ. The importance of Definition 3.1 is the following
PROPOSITION 3.2 ([13], §6). a) Let Pσ and Qσ be parabolic subgroups
of Gσ. Then l(Pσ) and l(Qσ) either coincide or annihilate each other, according
as Pσ and Qσ are, or are not, associated.
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b) Let (£ be the set of representatives for equivalence classes of associated
parabolic subgroups of Gσ. Then C[Gσ] is the direct sum of the two-sided
ideals l(Pσ\ (P,6<£).
With these preparations on character theory for finite Chevalley groups,
we study brtθ for finite classical groups mentioned in 1.1, using a case by case
analysis.
Case 1. GLn(k). We assume that q = \k\>2. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume
θ to be injective and r to be the natural representation GLn(k)-*GLn(k\ and
we write bn>θ for bΓiθ. As maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of GLπ(/c), we choose

A

*

O

D

, DeGLn_,(k)\,

For a character χ of GL;(/c), we extend χ to the character χ of P, by the natural
homomorphism P, -»GL,(fc). The following theorem is proved in T. A. Springer
[12].
THEOREM 3.3. a) There exists a unique irreducible cuspidal character
πn>β ofGLa(k) such that <Z>M, πnj>GLn(k)^Q.
b) Let πί)β be the irreducible cuspidal character of GL, (fc) defined in a).
Then lad p^"(k)(πlιβ) is irreducible for /=],..., n — 1.
c) iM^ΣP/ί-iy
Case 2. GSp2n(k) = {xe GL2n(k)\xJ'n'x = λJ'n, λ e fc«},

O
J' =

-J.

J.
O

o
J.=

In .

1

o Jj
n-

We assume that g = |λ:|>3. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume θ to be injective
and r to be the natural representation GSp2n(k)^GL2n(k)9 and we write b2ntθ
for br>θ. As parabolic subgroups in (£ of GSp2n(k), we choose P = -P/ lft / 2f ... ; i =
A
*
A, A'εGLj^k), AJj^A = λ J j , ; B, B' e GLJ2(k),
X

O

B'

A

X E GSp2i(k),

XJ'i 'X = λJ'i9 λ E k*

OΊ > 0,h ^ 0,...; i > 0, ji+72 + .. + i = n).
In particular, as maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of GSp2n(k), we choose
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D

P =

\A9DεGLn(k\AJn<D=λJn,λek*\9

, (ι = l,..., Λ - l ) .

GSp2i(k)9 XJ?X=λJ'i9 λekx

O
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For a character χ of GLn_j(k) (resp. GSp2i(k)), we extend χ to the character
χ of Pj by the natural homomorphism

X
O

*

A

*

A

>AeGLn_ί(k)

X

(resp. Pi

O

D

XeGSp2i(k)).

D

With these notations, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. a) There exists a unique irreducible cuspidal character
π'ntθ ofGSp2n(k) such that <b2n>θ9 < >θ > GSp2n(fc) ^0.
b) For ί = 0, 1, 2,..., n — 1, let τr n _ ί β be ί/ie irreducible cuspidal character
of GLn_i(k) obtained in Theorem 3.3. T/ien Ind^f p2 " α) (π π _ 1)θ ) is irreducible
for every i.
c) For z = l, 2,..., n— 1, let π'i>θ be the irreducible cuspidal character of
GSp2i(k) defined in a). Then
n
SP
\ mα
τ nr l GSP
(%> \*~>
—9
2n(k) l7Cί,θJ>GSp
. z2nn(k)(^'
^π ίjβ ;,
p. ^
2 n(Λ) -~ ^

ί/zerβ exists a unique irreducible constituent m f of Indpf p 2 n ( k ) (π' i > β ) SMC/I
d) 6 2B ,β=Σf
PROOF, a) We prove the theorem by induction on n. For n = l, GSp2(k)
= GL2(/c). This reduces the proof to the case of Theorem 3.3. We assume
that the statement a) is true for GSp2i(k) (i<n). Let P be a parabolic subgroup
of GSp2n(k\ M be a Levi subgroup of P and χ be an irreducible cuspidal character of M. By Frobenius reciprocity theorem,

If P=Pj1>Λ,....,

)), then
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O

B

A, A e GLj,(k)9 AJj^A' = λJj^B, B' eGLJ2(k),

X

M=

O

B'

A

Xe GSp2i(k),

e J\,λ e kx

For w = diagC4, £,..., X,..., B'9 A')eM, we have

Following this decomposition we have

where 65l

= ^lf0U),..., b°2itθ(m) = b2ite(X),...9b*Jίte(m) =

Then

"J2te> X>M+ <bnjt.e>
Let

M\ = {diag(Aί9...9AH.ί9 Ijh, Ah+l9...,Ar9 X, A',,..., A'h+ί, λljh, A'h-ί9...9 A\)
eM\Al9 AΊeGLj^ΆίJjSAΊ

= Ujί9...'9 XeGSp2i(k\ XJ'itX= λJ'i9
λek*}

and

M\ = {diag(/, l5 ..., /,.„_,, D9 7,h+1,..., Ijr9 I2i, /;r,..., / Λ + 1 , D'9IJh_ί9..., /,,)
eM|Z), D'eGLJh(k)9 DJJh<D' = Jjh}9

(h = 1,..., r).

Then M^ and Mξ are subgroups of M and
M = M Λ jM^

(direct product).

We can write # = #i#2» where χf is an irreducible cuspidal character of MJ (ί=l,
2). Let
X9 λ9...9 λ)εM\Xe GSp2i(k\ XJ'JX = λJi9 λekx}
and

N2 = {diag(A, 5,..., /2ί,..., B'9 A*)eM\A9 A'eGLh(k)9 AJ^A' = J7l,...}.
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Then NI and N2 are subgroups of M and
M == N1N2

(direct product).

We can write x = Xi%2> where χt is an irreducible cuspidal character of Nt (ι = l,
2). We have

where 1H denotes the trivial character of a group H.
<ί?2M, Ind$Sp2n(k\χ)>

GSp2n(k}

Hence

= Q unless P associates with

*

Ά

A, A' e GLj(k\ AJ/A' = J,
d'
V
O

A'

or

e GSp2ί(k\

aa' =•••=

O

then
ί-1)7'"1
0

if

χ = π5>θ

or

otherwise,

where πjtθ is the irreducible cuspidal character of GL/k) obtained in 3.3 and
πj, (resp. πj) is the character of βj obtained from πy>β by the natural homomorphism
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A 6 GLj(k)

d'
b'

o

(resp.

A'

A

\—>A'eGLj(k)
b'

O

).

A

If P = QΊ (/=!,..., tt — 1), then by induction hypothesis
(

_ ί ~
[ 0

1)f

ίf

*=
otherwise,

πί

"

where πjf θ is the character of Q\ obtained from πj j β by the natural homomorphism

d'

I

>XeGSp2i(k),

o
(Induction hypothesis defines π'itθ for i<n).
4.9, we see

On the other hand, by [13], 4.8,

3.β) = Indgf-(fc)(π5,β

and

= 0.
Hence, there are 2n — 1 irreducible characters which intertwines with &2«,0 by
± 1 and induced from irreducible cuspidal characters of proper parabolic subgroups. From 2.5, a) is now proved.
b) The maximal parabolic subgroups Pf of GSp2n(k) contains ()„_,• (/
= 0, 1,..., n-1). We have
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and by Frobenius theorem,

On the other hand, by the same computation as in the proof of part a),
<b2n,β, Ind£f»«<*>(π ijβ )> GSp2nW = (-1)-'-'.
2 α)

The irreducibility of Indgf " (π f>β ) follows from [13], 4.12.
The maximal parabolic subgroups P, of GSp2n(k) contains βj (i = 1,..., n — 1).
Similarly to b), we have
2

α)

Indgf - (πίf β ) = Indgf '"^Ind^Otfo),
<Ind*(πίr.), πί > β > P ( = 1 and <b2nβ, Ind?f«"ί*>(S'M)>CSMιι(lk) = (-1)'.
From Mackey's formula,

n9Pf

i,θ

Pi n 9Pi

We can make an identification Pi\GSp2n(k)IPi = {\9 w}, (we W), where FF is
the Weyl group of GSp2n. We easily see that
w

n\tθ(x) = π'itθ(x)

for

x £ P, n "Pt.

Thus

= 2.
q. e. d.

d) follows from a), b), c).

Similarly one can decompose the Brauer lifting for other classical groups.
Since main parts of proofs are quite similar to that of Theorem 3.4, we shall
only note some points for each case.
Case 3.

) = {xeSL2n+l(k)\xJ2n+i<x = J 2n+1 },

Γ

Ό

2n+l.

1

'2/1+1

1

O

We assume that q = \k\>3. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume θ to be injective
and r to be the natural representation Sr02w+i(/c)->GL2n+1(/c), and we write
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1,0 f°Γ br>θ. As maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of S02n+l(k), we choose

*

A

D

O

(ί = 0, l , . . . , n - l ) .

XeS02ί+1(k)

THEOREM 3.5. a) T/iere exists α unique irreducible cuspidal character
π'Λtθ ofS02n+l(k) such that <b2n+ίt , < > 0 > s 0 2 n + l ( f c ) ^0.
b) For ϊ = 0, 1, 2,..., π — 1, let πn-itθ be the irreducible cuspidal character
of GLn_i(k) obtained in 3.3. Then Ind^2-+l U ) (π π _ ί > 0 ) are all irreducible.
c) For z = l, 2,..., n — 1, /^ί
irreducible cuspidal character
of SO2i+ ι(k) defined in a).

Then
+l(k)

=2

and there exists a unique irreducible constituent mi of Ind$°2n +
such that <b2n+ί>θ, mt> Sθ2n^(k}^.

d)
-M,
1 is the trivial character of S02n+l(k).

one.

PROOF. We only check that 1 is a constituent of b2n+1>θ with multiplicity
By 2.3,
<02n+ 1,0» l>S02n + \(k)

=

Σi=ll^ιΊ

< 0 2 n + l , » ^> T ί σ = U

because any element of Tiσ is conjugate to diag(α 1? ..., αw, 1, 0" 1 ,..., Λ^ 1 )* <*i£Kx
(ι = l,...,n).
q.e.d.
4.

2Λ.

1
1

O
2n

We assume that q = \k\>3 and char.k^2. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume
θ to be injective and r to be the natural representation GOγn(k)-*GL2n(k), and
we write b2rt)θ for brtθ. As maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of GO5"J;(fe), we
choose
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*

\\Λ9De GLn(k\ AJn'D = λJΛ9 λ e k*
D "

, (/ = !,...,n-l).

= λ/2ί, /I e

Xe

THEOREM 3.6. Assume that n>2. a) There exists a unique irreducible
+
cuspidal character π'ntθ of G0°2 n(k) such that <62M, π M > G O o+ ( f c ) ^0.
b) For / = 0, 1, 2,..., rc — 1, let π n _ l s θ b^ ί/?e irreducible cuspidal character
of GLn_i(k) obtained in 3.3. Then lnά^°°^(k\πn_iίΘ) are all irreducible.
c) For / = 2,..., n — 1, /eί π j j θ be ί/ie irreducible cuspidal character of
G0°2+i(k) defined in a) αnrf ίeί

there exists a unique irreducible constituent m{ of Indpf2ί(fe)(π / ί > θ ) such
that <b2ttίθ, mi> G0c^ky^0 for / = !,..., n-1.

PROOF.

We only note here the following.

1

/T"

~l\

For GO^+(/c) = <
/Γ"

~Ί\

a

°, |α, ι

e kx \, we have b2θ = π + π', where π( a °, \} = Θ(a\ π'f a °,
a \} = Θ(d).
)
'
\L ° " J/
\L °
J/

Let

rf'

It is a Borel subgroup contained in P t . Let πp and π / n be the character of Qί
obtained from π and π' by the natural homomorphism
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βi

+

i

d'

>XeGO°2 (k).

O

q.e.d.

Then by [13], 4.9, we have
Case 5.

x

= λ", λek },

t

GO°2-(k) = {xeGL2n(k)\xFn x =

O

0

Fn =

1
1

L

O

n-\

and Fn =

1
O
—n— I—

o

—ε

where ε is a non-square element in k.
We assume that q = \k\>3 and char.k^I. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume
0 to be injective and r to be the natural representation GO°2~(k)-+GL2n(k), and
we write ί?2«,β f°r brj. As maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of G0°2~(k), we
choose

X
O

D

λek

XE

/ = !,..., n-1).

THEOREM 3.7. Assume that n>2. a) There exists a unique irreducible
cuspidal character π'n>θ of G002~(k) such that <&2M, π Π f β > G O j- ( k ) ^0.
b) For ί = l, 2,..., n — 1, /eί π π _ ί > β ί?e the irreducible cuspidal character of
GLn_t(k) obtained in 3.3. Then lnd$°ΐ»(k\πn_itθ) are all irreducible.
c) For / = 2,..., n — 1, /eί π; >0 fee f/ie irreducible cuspidal character of
GO°2-(k) defined in a). Then

=2

< tad ?f *«-

ί/ιβrβ exists α unique irreducible constituent m t o/ Ind$°*"(k\π'itθ) such
that <b2n,θ > mi>Gθίn(k)^^'
For xeGO°2~(k)9 let u^x) and u2(x) be the eigenvalues ofx. Then θuί and Θu2 are characters ofGO^~(k).
There exists a unique
irreducible constituent mί (resp. m^) of Ind^f2n(fc)(^ M l ) (resp. Ind£f2«(*)(0 W2 ))
such that <b2n,θ, m^Goϊ-w*® (re^P- <b2n,e> ™\ >co°2-(/t)^0).

^
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C-iy-X.
PROOF.

We only note here the following.

For G0°2~(k\ b2iθ
> COSn - (ίt) = 0,

where
X e G0°2~(k\ XF0'X = λF0

Ci =

a, a'...,d, d', λekx,

d'

O

a'

a Borel subgroup of G0°2~~n(k).

aa' = '-=dd' = λ

For i = .1, 2,

q. e. d.
Case 6.

O
k =F ,

k2 = F 2

and

J2n =

1

We assume that q = \k\>2. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume Θ to be injective and r to be the natural representation ^2,,(/c2)-^GL2/l(/c2), and we write
b2n,o for frr.o ^s maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of U2n(k2), we choose

O

\A,De GLn(k2\ AJnD* = Jn ,

L

*

4

X
O

D

THEOREM 3.8. a) There exists a unique irreducible cuspidal character
π'n.e °f ^nfe) such that <&2M, < t e > U 2 n ( k 2 ) ^0.
b) For i = 0, 1, 2,..., n —1, /eί π n _ ί j β foe ί/ze irreducible cuspidal character
of GLn,£k2) obtained in 3.3. T/ίew Ind^f" ( k ) (π n -i, θ ) αr^ α// irreducible.
c) For /= 1, 2,..., n —1, /eί π / ί θ fee the irreducible cuspidal character of
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U2i(k2) defined in a). Then <Ind£-^>(π'M), Indgf«ί^>(πί f β )> l / 2 n ( k 2 ) = 2 and
there exists a unique irreducible constituent m f of Ind$*n(k2\π'itθ) such that

d)
) = {xeGL2n+l(k2)\xJ2n+l(σ(x))

o
'2/1+1

-1
^

1

-1

=

1
2Λ+1 .

2/1+1

We assume that q = \k\>2. As in Lemma 2.1, we assume 0 to be injective
and r to be the natural representation t/ 2π+1 (/c 2 )-»GL 2fl+1 (/c 2 ), and we write
^2/1+1,0 f°r br,θ- As maximal parabolic subgroups in (£ of £/ 2n+1 (/c 2 ), we choose

t/ 2<+1 (fe 2 ),

O

(ί = 0, l,...,n-l),D* = '(σ(D)).
THEOREM 3.9. a) There exists a unique irreducible cuspidal character
π'n,β ofU2n+ι(k2) such that <b2n+ltθ, <,0>t/ 2 n + l ( fe 2 )^0.
b) For / = 0, 1, 2,..., n — 1, /eί τc n _ ί > 0 be ί/ie irreducible cuspidal character
of GLΛ,£k2) obtained in 3.3. Γ/ien Ind^f» ( f c 2 ) (π M _ ί j θ ) are a// irreducible.
c) Lei π^fl 6e ί/?e character of Ul(k2)={xek2\xxq = l} defined by π'0tθ(x)
= θ(x) (xe Vv(k2)\ and for /=!, 2,..., n — 1, letπ'itθ be the irreducible character
of U2ί+ί(k2) defined in a). Γ/ien

)>/
ί/zere ex/sis α unique irreducible constituent
such that <b2n+lfθ, ™i>u2n+ί(k2)^Q
d)

=2
mi of Ind^n+iί^π;^)

62.+ ι. β =Σtί(-l)"- | - 1 Indgf»^c^)(π B . liβ ) + (-l)X^

REMARK 3.10. Similarly one can decompose the Brauer liftings for SLn(/c),
Sp2n(k), S02n(k) and SUm(k2\ as alternating sums of induced and cuspidal
characters.
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6Γj0

Our purpose in this section is to investigate the irreducible constituents of
brtθ obtained in § 3. These are given in 4.2. We first summarize some results
obtained by P. Deligne and G. Lusztig [3].
4.1. Recently P. Deligne and G. Lusztig [3] have constructed certain
virtual representation of finite Chevalley groups and have proved Macdonald's
conjecture (see [13], 6.7). More precisely, let G be a connected reductive
algebraic group defined over a finite field /c, let σ be the Frobenius map of G
with respect to /c, let T be a σ-stable maximal torus of G and let ω be an arbitrary
character of Tσ. They have then introduced the virtual representation R% of Gσ
as the alternating sum of the /-adic cohomologies with compact supports of the
variety consisting of Borel subgroups of G which are in a fixed relative position
with their σ-transform, with coefficients in a certain Gσ-equivariant locally constant /-adic sheaf of rank one (see [3], Chapter 1). If ω is in general position
(for definition, see below Def. 4.1.2), then R% is irreducible. The vanishing
theorem (see [3], Chapter 9) provides an explicit model for it provided that
q = \k\ > 30 (if G is a classical group or G2-type, then any q will do).
Let G, σ and T be as above. The Green function QTtG is the restriction
to the unipotent elements of the character of the virtual representation R^ , where
1 is the trivial character of Tσ.
The character of Rψ, denoted also by R%, can be expressed in terms of ω
and of the Green functions.
THEOREM 4.1.1.
x e G. Then

a) ([3], 4.2). Let x = su be the Jordan decomposition of

where Z°(s) is the identity component of ZG(s), the centralizer of s in G.
b) ([3], 7.1). Let s(G) (resp. s(T)) be the k-rank of G (resp. T).

Then

where StG is the Steinberg character of Gσ (see [15]).
c
) ([3], 7.2). For any semisimple element s e Gσ,
c

Mσl

The values of QΓ,G(W)

seem to

be polynomials in q (q = \k\) but it is not
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known in general.
DEFINITION 4.1.2. The character ω of Tσ is said to be in general position
if it is not kept fixed by any non-trivial element of W(T)σ.
PROPOSITION 4.1.3 ([3], 7.4). // ω is a character in general position of
Tσ, then (-1)S<G>-S<Γ>Λ5! is proper irreducible.
Let km be the unique extension of k of degree m in K and σm be the Frobenius
map of G with respect to km. Let Γbe a σ-stable maximal torus in G. We define
σ σ l 2 σm 1
the norm map N: Tσ,n^>Tσ by N(x) = xx x " ~ x ~ , (xe 7». It is known
that N is a surjective homomorphism.
DEFINITION 4.1.4. Let T and T' be two σ-stable maximal tori of G,
and let ω, ω' be characters of Tσ, T'σ. The pairs (Γ, ω), (T", ω') are said to
be geometrically conjugate if for some m the pairs (T, cα/V), (T', ω'N), where
N is the norm from Tσm to Tσ (resp. T'σm to T'σ), are Gσm-conjugate.
THEOREM 4.1.5. a) ([3], 6.3). // (T, ω) and (T, ω') are not geometrically
conjugate, then no irreducible representation of Gσ can occur in both virtual
representations Rγ and Ry'.
b) ([3], 6.8).
, R?>Gσ = |{we W(T,
where W(T, T') = {g εG\Tg = gΓ}IΓ.
PROPOSITION 4.1.6 ([3], 7.7). For any irreducible representation p of Gσ,
there exist a σ-stable maximal torus T and a character ω of Tσ such that
<P,R9>Gσ*0
We have considered the Brauer lifting br>θ in § 2 and in § 3. This generalized
character satisfies the condition briθ(su) = briθ(s). Such kinds of characters are
considered in [3], Chapter 7.
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. a) ([3], 7.11). Let p be a generalized character of
Gσ such that p(su) — p(s) for any sueGσ. Let T be a σ-stable maximal torus
and ω be a character of Tσ. Then <ρ, R%>Gσ= <p, ω>Tσ.
b) ([3], 7.12). Let p be as in a). Then

where ΣT means the summation over all Gσ-conjugacy classes of σ-stable maxiv
mal tori T of G and T σ is the character group of the finite abelian group Tσ.
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By 4.1.5, b) and 4.1.7, b), we have:
COROLLARY 4.1.8 (N. Kawanaka [7]; [3], 7.13).
Then
<P> P>Gσ = Σr

Let p be as in 4.1.7.

<P, P>τσ

Let P be a σ-stable parabolic subgroup of G and let Tc P be a σ-stable maximal torus. Let M be a σ-stable Levi subgroup of P and let π : P-*M be the canonical projection. This π induces an isomorphism Tτ^π(T); hence also an isomorphism Tστ2π(T)σ. Let ω be a character of Tσ and ω be the corresponding character of π(T)σ.
DEFINITION 4.1.9. We denote by R l f t P
presentation R%(T) °f Mσ under π: P->M.

the pull-back of the virtual re-

THEOREM 4.1.10. a) ([3], 8.2). R$
b) ([3], 8.3). Let T be a minisotropic σ-stable maximal torus in G, i.e.,
T is not contained in any σ-stable proper parabolic subgroup of G. Let ω be
a character in general position of Tσ. Then (— l) s ί c )~ s ί Γ >Ky can be represented
by a cuspidal Gσ-module.
DEFINITION 4.1.10. Let G (resp. G*) be a reductive algebraic group defined
over k and let Γ(resp. T*) be a σ-stable maximal torus contained in a σ-stable
Borel subgroup of G (resp. G*). We call G* a dual to G if there is an isomorphism
from T* to a dual of Γ, this isomorphism carrying simple roots to simple coroots.
About some properties of this duality, see [3], 5.21. Let G and G* be dual.
By the definition, G and G* have the same Weyl group. Let T be a σ-stable
maximal torus in G, and let ω be a character of Tσ. Fix T', a corresponding
maximal torus in G*. The character ω defines a (N(Γ')/T')σ-conjugacy class
of elements ω' of T"'. In that way, we get a bijection between Gσ-conjugacy
classes of pairs (T, ω) as above, and GJ-conjugacy classes of pairs (T", ω'),
T' a σ-stable maximal torus of G* and ω' an element of T'σ. By forgetting
T', we see that each Gσ-conjugacy class of pairs (T, ω) defines an element ω' e GJ
well defined up to GJ-conjugacy.
PROPOSITION 4.1.11. a) ([3], 5.22). Two pairs (T1? ω x ) and (T2, ω2)
are geometrically conjugate if and only if ω[ and ω'2 are geometrically conjugate.
b) ([3], 5.24). // the center of G is connected, two pairs (7\, α^) and
(T2, ω2) are geometrically conjugate if and only if ω\ and ω'2 are G%-conjugate.
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c) ([3], 5.7). The number of geometric conjugacy classes of pairs (T, ω)
is \Zff\q1, where q = \k\, Z° is the identity component of the center of G and I
is the semisimple rank of G.
Let G0 be the set of equivalent classes of ordinary irreducible representations
of Ga, and let 6 be the set of all geometric conjugacy classes of pairs (T, ω).
For any peG^, there exist a σ-stable maximal torus T and ω e T σ such that
<p, Rγ> 7^0 (4.1.6); moreover the geometric conjugacy class [ω] of (T, ω) is
uniquely determined by p (4.1.5, a)). We thus get the well-defined surjective
map
Gσv —> ©.

(1)

In the rest of this part 4.1, we shall assume that the center Z of G is connected.
Let Γand B be a σ-stable maximal torus and a σ-stable Borel subgroup containing
T. Let U be the unipotent radical of B and I/1 be the subgroup of U generated
by the root subgroups corresponding to non-simple roots. The quotient U/U1
is commutative and is a direct product over the simple roots α: YIΛUΛ, with
UΛ one-dimensional. Let I be the set of orbits of σ on the simple roots. For any
/ e l , let Uι = YlaeiUΛ. Then U/U1 =YlielUi. This decomposition is σ-stable;
hence we have also UJU* = Πiei^ίσ
DEFINITION 4.1.12. The representation ΓG = Ind g»(χ), where χ is a linear
character of UΛ which is trivial on L/j and defines a non-trivial linear character
of Uίσ for all / e / , is called the Gelfand-Graev representation.
It is known that ΓG is well-defined up to isomorphism ([8], 6.9).
DEFINITION 4.1.13.
xeG,,

Let ΔG be the class function on Gσ such that, for
if x is regular unipotent,
otherwise,

where / is the semisimple rank of G.
The following result shows that this is the character of a virtual representation of Gσ (which will be also denoted by AG).
PROPOSITION 4.1.14 ([3], 10.3; [8], 6.10). For any subset J c /, let
P(J)^B be the parabolic subgroup generated by B and by the root subgroups
corresponding to minus the simple roots in σ-orbits in J. Let L(J) be a Leυί
subgroup of P(J). Then
a) ^ G =Σ^/(
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(Note that the center of L(J) is connected, since so is that of G; hence ΓL(7) is
well defined).
b) Γ G =Σ^/(-υ | J ! Ind? r j ) σ (J L ( J ) ).
THEOREM 4.1.15 ([3], 10.7). Let x e ® , and x' be a representative of
the corresponding semisimple conjugacy class in the dual group G*. We
define δx to be the k-rank of the centralizer of x'.
a) The formulas
(-D (g)-'(Γ)
PX

Z*(T,ω)mod.Gσ
[α>]=*

^ r»ω

Dω^

T

and
Px = (-l) J ( G ) "**Σ(Γ.«)

define irreducible representations of G%. The \Zσ\ql elements p^eG^, x e S
(resp. p'xeGl, xeS) are distinct. The maps x*~*ρx, x*-*p'x are two crosssections of the map (1).
b) One has

c) Lef S* be ί/ze centralizer of xf.

0

We have

St s f (n}ί

*

CORLLARY4.1.16 ([3], 10.8, 10.9; [6]; [8], 6.12). a) For any pεGσ,
the average value of the character of p on the regular unipotents in Gσ equals
0, 1 or —1. This value is ±1 if and only if p = pfxfor some xeS.
b) If we assume that p is a good prime for G, then the character of p at
any regular unipotent in Gσ equals 0, 1 or —1.
PROOF.

This average value is just <p, ΔG>, and b) follows from 1.11, b).

DEFINITION 4.1.17. When G has a connected center, we shall call the
representation ρ'x(xe&) a semisimple representation and p x (xeS) a regular
representation.
4.2 We consider classical groups H treated in §3. Let r be the natural
representation of H and Θ: KX-*CX be a character (not necessary injective).
Let br>θ be the Brauer lifting of r associated to Θ (2.1).
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DEFINITION 4.2.1. Let G, σ, Gσ and T0 be as in 1.3. Put W=NG(T0)IT0.
We call an element w of W a Coxeter element (in the twisted sense) if w is the
product in some order of the simple reflections, one in each orbit of σ. Let T
be a σ-stable maximal torus of G. When T corresponds to cτeHl(σ, W) (1.5),
and cτ contains a Coxeter element (in the twisted sense), we shall say that Tσ
is a Coxeter torus of Gσ.
First we determine the Coxeter tori of classical groups treated in § 3.
are given in the next table.
4.2.2.

These

Table of the Coxeter tori.
Tσ

(Coxeter torus)

W(T\

generated by
diag(α, aq,...,

GLn(k)

cyclic of order
α, aq,...9 aq"

n

generated by
/
diag(α,..., aqn~\ 1, Λ«",

S02n+l(k)
cyclic of order 2n
generated by

GSp2n(k)

diag(α«, α« 2 ,..., α),
cyclic of order 2n
{diag(α, ft, b",...,^"'2,^
...,b«2"-3, α«)|αefe 2 ,
bek2n-2,bb«n~ί = aa"}

generated by
diag(α, b,..., b"-1,
.... 6«2"-3, fl«)M
diag(α«, fc«,..., b«",..., ft, β),
cyclic of order In — 2
generated by

b)\aek4n_2,
2

(1.1)

, aq\..., a, b),
cyclic of order 2n — I
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generated by
diag(tf, aq2,..
cyclic of order

a) We denote by diag(0, fr,..., c) the diagonal matrix

a

O
b

O

c

b) The elements in Tσ which we use in this table are not necessarily elements
of Gσ, but their canonical forms in an extention field of k.
By 4.1.10. b), for a minisotropic σ-stable maximal torus Tand for a character in general position ω of Tσ, we have an irreducible cuspidal character Rq .
Note that the Coxeter torus is minisotropic ([14], II, 1.14). For the Coxeter
torus Tσ of a finite classical group, we now define a character in general position
ofT..
4.2.3. For each positive integer m, let km be the unique extention of k of
degree m in K. We write
«m = 1},
Case 1. Gσ = GLn(k).

(fcw)2ik* = {xek2m\xx«mekx}.

For ί = 0, 1,..., n-1, let

If the restriction of β to /cj satisfies the condition: Θ(x)^Θ(xq) for some xe/cj,
then Θλt is a character in general position of Tσ.
Case 2. Gσ = SO2n+ί(k).

For ι = 0, l,...,2n-l, let

λ,: T f f 9diag(fl,..., α*"" 1 , 1,fl«n,...,fl^2""1)i -> α« f e(k β ) 2fl .
If the restriction of Θ to (kn)2>ι satisfies the condition: 0(x)^θ(xq)
tnen
sa
x e(feΛ)2,ι
^i i character in general position of Tσ.
Case 3.

Gσ = GS2κ(/c) or

).

for some

For ί = 0, 1,..., 2n-l, let

If θ satisfies the condition: θ(x)^θ(xq) for some xe(k Λ ) 2 , k * then θ^ is a character
in general position of Tσ.
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Case 4.

For ί = 0, 1,..., 2n-3, let

Gσ = GOγn(k).

and
(fl, ft,..., ft'"'1,..., ft*2"'3, β«) i -» a«'efc3

(7 = 1, 2).

If 0 satisfies the condition : 0(x) Φ θ(xq) for some x e (kn-l)2,kx >tnen θλt is a character in general position of Tσ. If θ satisfies the condition: θ(x)^θ(xq) for some
xe(kn-l)2tkχ and for some xe/c^, then θ^μj) is a character in general position
of Tσ, where (λtμj) is defined by
(a, ft,..., ft*""1 ft,«"~2,.. , ft*2"'3, fl«)) = ft«' β«' e Λϊ Λ . 2 .
5.

Gσ=U2n(k2).

For z=0, 1,..., 2n-2, let

A,: T σ 9diag(α, α^ 2 ,..., a^2n~2\ ft) ι—> α^ 2 ί e^.^.i

and
μ: T σ 9diag(Λ, α« 2 ,..., aq2(2n~2\ ft) I -> fte/c 2jl .
If θ satisfies the condition: θ(x)^θ(xq2} for some xe(/c 2 M -ι)2,ι, then θλi and
θ(A/μ) are characters in general position of Tσ, where (λfμ) is defined by
a*29...,a*2«n'2\ ft)) = α^ 2 ί ft
6.

G σ =l/ 2 M + 1 (fc 2 ).

For ί = 0, l,...,2n, let

If θ satisfies the condition: θ(x)^Θ(xq2)
character in general position of Tσ.

for some xe(/c 2 w + 1 ) 2 > 1 , then θλ,- is a

THEOREM 4.2.4. Let Gσ be as above and Tσ be the Coxeter torus of Gσ.
If θ satisfies the above regularity condition', Case 1~6 respectively, then
a) ±Rθτλi is an irreducible cuspidal character of Gσ.
b) If Gσ is a split orthogonal similitudes group of size 2n (resp. a unitary
group of size 2ri), then ±R^(λίμj) (resp. ±R^(λiμ)) is an irreducible cuspidal
character of Gσ.
c) <ftr>β, ΛJAι> G σ = l; if Gσ=GOγn(k\ then <ftr,θ, R$*w>>G9 = 0; if
Gσ=U2n(k2) then <briθ, R^>Gσ = Q.
d) Rp* = RθτλJ for any ij; if Gσ = GOγn(k\ then R^IW) = RMhui) for
any i,j,h and /(i-; = Λ-I); if Gσ=U2n(k2\ then Rθτ(λ^ = Rθτ(λJ^ for any

i> J
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PROOF, a), b) follow from 4.1.10. b).
c) If Gσ is the matrix group of size m, then we can write br9θ = Θul H-----h0w m .
By 4.1. 7. b),
<br>Θ9 Rγ>>Go = <b,,0, 0^>Ta = Σ"j=ι<θuj, θλt>Ta

1

if iij = A, on Tff,

0

otherwise.

On the other hand
<bftθ9 RT<W>G- = Σϊ-i <0"Λ, 0(Afμ;)>Γα = 0.
d) follows from 4.1.5. b).

q.e.d.

COROLLARY 4.2.5. TΛe irreducible cuspidal character πntθ (if Gσ = GLn(k))
or π'n>θ (otherwise) obtained in §3 coincides with ±Rj>λi, θ ίnjective.
In the rest of this section we shall assume that the center of G is connected
and q = \k\ satisfies the condition of §3 respectively for G = GLn, S02n+ι, GSp2n,..
etc. Moreover we assume that θ is injective. Now the characteristic p of k is a
good prime for G; hence any character p of Gσ takes the values 0, 1 or — 1 on
any regular unipotent in Gσ (4.1.16. b)).
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let r:Gσ-*GLm(k) be as in §3. Then all the irreducible constituents of bftθ (θ; injective) are semisimple (4.1.17).
PROOF. Let u be a regular unipotent in Gσ. Then bftθ(u) = m. On the
other hand, we have <fc r>β , bftθ>Gσ = m by 2.4. Hence all the irreducible constituents of brtθ have value ± 1 on a regular unipotent in Gσ.
q. e. d.
Next we characterize m{ which is, defined in §3, an irreducible constituent
both of Ind^(π >β) and of bftθ.
PROPOSITION 4.2.7. Let Pσ = LσVσ be a parabolic subgroup of Gσ and ψ
be an irreducible semisimple cuspidal character of Lσ and ψ be a character of
Pσ defined by ψ(hv) = ψ(h)9 (heLσ, veVσ\ Then there is a unique irreducible
semisimple character p' of Gσ such that <Ind £»($), ρ'>Gσ^^
PROOF. By 4.1.9, we can write φ= ±R^ofP, where T0 is a minisotropic torus
of L and ξ is a character in general position of Toσ. By 4. 1 . 10. a), we have Ind ^($)
Put
Ωi _ / _ 1 y(G)-δ> y
P -(
U
±σ.tξ)

1
^Rψ>

<R

DCO / δ' is the &-rank of
\
T {zG*(ξ') (4.1.11,4.1.15);'

K
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where Σ(τ0,o means the sum over all (T, ω) which are geometrically conjugate to
(T09 ξ) (mod. Gσ). Then p' is semisimple by 4.1.16. a), and we have

On the other hand, if p" is another semisimple character of Gσ, then by 4.1.16. a),
we have
» _ ( n*(G)-<5" V
PΩ -(-1)
^<™

1

δ" is the £-rank \

ω>

where Σ(r,ω') means the sum over some geometric conjugacy class (mod. Gσ)
which does not contain (T0, ξ). By 4.1.5. a),
<p",^0>Gσ = 0.

q.e.d.

By the proof of this proposition, we also have
COROLLARY 4.2.8. Let the notations be as in 4.2.7. Let
where T0 is a minisotropic torus of L and let ξ be a character in general position
of Toσ. Then
Ω

P

-

- (

-

-

ω

' is the &-rank of

where Σ(τβ.$) means the sum over all (T, ώ) which are geometrically conjugate
to (T0, ξ) (mod. Gσ).
REMARK. In 4.2.7, one can omit the assumption "ψ is semisimple", because
one can prove that 47/IndJϊ;($) contains a semisimple character, then ψ is semisimple." This remark and 4.2.7 are obtained also by J. A. Green, G. I. Lehrer
and G. Lusztig [6].
PROOF. A semisimple character can be written as
PJC

=

(~ 1)

)

*

—

(x e S, where S is the set of all geometric conjugacy classes of pairs (T, ω)).
Let (T, ω) be a maximal split pair in x ([3], 5.25). There exists a σ-stable parabolic subgroup β c= G such that T is contained in some σ-stable Levi subgroup
M of Q and (T, ω) is in general position ([3], 5.28). One chooses Q and M so
that the T is minisotropic in M. Then

If Ind^(^) and IndJ£(Rτ,o) ^ave a common irreducible constituent p'x, then by
3.2, Q and P are associated i.e., there exists geGσ such that Mσ = gLσg~ί, and
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q.e.d.

Hence ^ is a semisimple character.

In § 3 (e.g. in the proof of Theorem 3.4), we take a parabolic subgroup
QΊ of Gσ which is contained in Pf such that the character π'ί>β is cuspidal on
the Levi subgroup of G\. Then irreducible constituents of Indpj(π' ίffl ) are
irreducible constituents of Inάfc(π'i)θ).
Hence we have:
COROLLARY 4.2.9. One can characterize mt as the unique semisimple
character in the irreducible constituents oflnd$*(π'itθ).
Next we describe bfiθ as the alternating sum of semisimple characters when
G = GSp2n and θ is injective. For other classical groups, it can be done similarly.
By 3.4,
br,θ = b2n>θ = Σ?=έ (-l)"-

Here Indpf p 2 n ( Λ ) (π n _ ί ) β ) is irreducible and mi is an irreducible constituent of
Ind£^2"<*>(π;.fθ). By 4.2.4, we have n'n.e = (-l)nR%>[*}9 where T(n) is the
Coxeter torus of GSp2n and θ(n) is an injective character of T(n)σ. We study
here on m f .
The irreducible cuspidal character n'ίfθ of GSp2i(k) can be described as
Put

6 GSp2n(k)

XeGSp2i(k)9
a9a'9...9d9d'ek*

o
Then Q'i is a parabolic subgroup of GSp2n(k) and contained in Pf. Let Mt
be a Levi subgroup of <2'f. Let p (resp. π) be the canonical projection p: Mt
-+GSp2i(fy (resp. π: Q\-^M^. We denote by ίί>0 the character of Mf defined
by liθ(x) = π'itθ(p(xy), xeMi. Then /ί>β is an irreducible semisimple cuspidal
character of M f . Since Mt and GSp2i(k) have the same unipotent sets, we have
/i f β=( —ly^fβ.Mi by the character formula 4.1.1. a), where
T(i) is the Coxeter torus
6 GSp2Λ
a,a'9 ...,d, df eGL,
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Let Ίί>θ be the character of Q\ defined by Ίitθ = /ί>0(π(x)), xeQΊ. We then
have /ί θ = (—l)^f o > Q'.. The pairs (T, ω) which are geometrically conjugate
to (Γ0, ξ) have the forms

1

7 =

c= GSp2n,

Γ(ι)

where
21

22

is a σ-stable maximal torus of GSp2(n_i} and

(4.2.10)

/fin

O

(9

*(/)

(9

O

'22

ω

'L'21

/12Ί\

Ml

= 0(00(0),

O

t(ί)
*22 J

Let £„_,- be the set of σ-stable maximal tori of GSp 2 ( n _ f ) (mod. GSp2(ϊI_ί)(fe)).
^11

1=

0

Put

2*12

O Γ(0 O

|r21 o τ22

2 ί

.

22

_

X = {(T, ω)\TeZ and ω satisfies 4.2.10}.
Then X is a geometric conjugacy
(T09 ξ). The irreducible constituent raf
constituent of Indg?p2rι(fc)(?ίjβ). By 4.2.7
character in the irreducible constituents
we have:

class (mod. GSp2n(k)) which contains
of Ind^f p 2 n ( f c ) (πj j θ ) is an irreducible
and 4.2.9, mi is the unique semisimple
of Ind^f p2n(fc) (/ ίjθ ). Hence, by 4.2.8,

PROPOSITION 4.2.11. Let X be as above.
/

1 Λ I X~*

Then
1

Όω.
K
r

We compute the degrees of the irreducible constituents of b2n^.
LEMMA 4.2.12 (J. A. Green). Let χn be an irreducible cuspidal character
ofGLn(k).
Then the degree of χn, i.e., χn(\\ is (q-V(q2-l)~'(q"-1 -1).
COROLLARY 4.2.13.
a)

qn~l->
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.
PROOF.

Since πn-itθ is an irreducible cuspidal character of GL,t _;(&), we have
»n-^J

n^_{

q

p2n(fc)

Here Indpf
(π n _ / > e ι ) is irreducible, so we have a) if we compute \GS2n(k)\
and IP,]. Let /: Sp2n-+PSp2n = GS2JZ be the central covering. Let T and T'
be the σ-stable Coxeter tori of GSp2n and Sp2n respectively and let P\ be the
parabolic subgroup of Sp 2ll .such that f(P•) = PJZ i.e., P\ has the form

A, Be

X
O

Sp2i

B

Note that we use the notational identifications Pίσ = p. and P'/σ = P .
by [1], (16.8), we have
\GSp2n(k)\ =

Then,

2

| |Z ff | =(ί -

and

Hence we have a), b) follows from 4.1.1. b). Let 3£ be as in 4.2.11. Let S*
be the connected centralizer in the dual group GSpf „ corresponding to 3£. Then
the dual group S of S* have a form
t(ί) is in the Coxeter torus of

S=

e GSp2n
LΛ21

x22

Since |S*| = |Sσ|, we can compute c) by 4.1.15. c).

X

22

q.e.d.

In the rest of this section we give the similar results as those of 4.2.11 and
n
4.2.13 for other classical groups SO2ll+1(k), GO fn(k\ GOγn(k\ U2n(k2) and
U2,1+1(^2)- Main parts of proofs are quite similar to those of 4.2.11 and 4.2.13.
Hence we omit them in most cases.
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PROPOSITION 4.2.14 (Case Gσ = S02n+l(k), 3.5). a) Let £„_; be the
set of σ-stable maximal tori of S02(n-i) +ί (mod. S02(n.ί)+l(k)). Let X be the
set of all σ-stable maximal tori of S02n+ί isomorphίc to T(i)xT'9 (Γ'eX π _ f )
and let θ(i) be an injective character of T(i)σ defined by 0, where T(i) is the
Coxeter torus of S02i+1. Put

ϊ = {(r, ω)|Γ6i, ω(wo, O) = 0(0 WO), (WO, Oe τ(θ,χ r;«
Then X is a geometric conjugacy class (mod. SO2n+1(kJ) and we have

1

m

i — "~

-Rψ,

b)

0

<Bf(

i)-

^

d);
PROOF. The connected centralizer in the dual group SO^n+ί=Sp2n which
corresponds to X is

S* =

O

t(i) O
X

2l

where T(i) is the Coxeter torus of Sp2ί.

X

22

Then

|S*| = (β'

Hence we have d).

q. e.d.

PROPOSITION 4.2.15 (Case Gσ = GO°2+n(k\ 3.6). a)
+
0 +
of maximal tori of G0°2 (n.i} (mod. G0 2 (n.n(kJ). Put

O T ί2
O
L* 21

T(i)

T(ί) is the Coxeter torus of

O

O T 22

Let X^ be the set

G0γn
J

^11

T12

T2ί

T22

Let θ(i) be an injective character of T(i)σ defined by θ.

Put
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t 12

o

t(i)
o

L*21
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t 22

= 0(00(0)}.
J

Then
1

Σ(Γ,ω)e3E

< Rω

Rω> ^

a)

PROPOSITION 4.2.16 (Case Gff = G05-(fc), 3.7). a) Lei 2 n _i be the set of
maximal tori of GO2fn_0 (mod. G05|II_J)(fe)). Put

Γn
0

T(ΐ) is the Coxeter torus of

0 Γ12
Γ(/)

0

τ21 o τ22_
Lei 0(0

3"i2

T2l

T22

injective character of T(ι)σ defined by θ.

tιι

o
*21

Then

Γu

°
t(i)
°

*i2

o
*22

Put
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PROPOSITION 4.2.17 (Case Gσ=U2n(k2), 3.8). a) Let £„_; be
of all maximal tori of 1/201-0(^2) (mod. U2(n^i)(k2)). Put

JΓ,,

0

T12^

o τ(i) o
[τtl o τ22

the set

T(i) is the Coxeter torus of
^U2n(k2)

12

U2ί(k2),

6 I.-,
^22 J

Γ21

Let θ(ϊ) be an injective character of T(ϊ) defined by θ.

Put
1

12

X = {(T9 ω)\ Ts are tori of GL2n such that Tσ e Z9 ω

O

t(i)

\L/21

O

O

= β(OWO)}.

t 22

Then

b)

Ind^f" ( f c 2 ) (π r t _ ί s

c)

π;§β(l) =

,2(«-i)_

(

PROPOSITION 4.2.18 (Case G<,= l/ 2n+1 (A: 2 ), 3.9). a) Let Zn_t be the set
of all maximal tori of U2(n-i)(k2) (mod. U2(n-i)(k2)). Let Z be the set of all
maximal tori TofGL2n+L such that Tσ is isomorphic to T(i) x T' (T(i) is the
Coxeter torus of U2ί+l(k2) and T'e2 n _ ( ) and let θ(i) be an injective character
of T(i) defined by θ. Put
X = {(T, ω)|T6Ϊ, ω((ί(0, /')) = 0(0 WO), (WO, O 6 T(ί) x T * Tσ)} .
Then
= (-l) ί Σ(r.α,) 6 s-

1

b)

o
D (g 2"-
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